
  

 Extemporaneous   Speaking   
Purpose:    promotion   of   clear   thinking   and   speaking   
on   contemporary   topics.     
Regulations:    Topics   come   from   current   events   
areas   chosen   by   VHSL.   Contestant   chooses   topic   at   
random   and   has   30   minutes   to   prepare.     
Time:    7   min   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)  
Judge   will   indicate   time   elapsed   at   the   beginning   of   the   
fourth   minute   of   the   speech,   show   the   progression   of   
minutes   at   five,   six,   6:30   and   at   the   end   of   the   seventh   
minute   indicate   that   time   has   expired.   STUDENT   CAN   
TIME   THEMSELVES   IN   ONLINE   COMPETITION.   
Notes:    Speakers   can   use   one   4x6   index   card   and   
use   both   sides   for   notes..   
Prior   to   speech :   contestant   is   to   read   the    exact   
words   or   phrasing    of   question   as   it   appears   on   
paper   he/she   selected.   
Movement:    NOT   limited--   but   it   should   have   
purpose   and   not   distract   from   speech.   
Judging   Criteria :   Relevance   of   theme   to   topic,   
content,   logic,   freshness,   depth,   clarity   of   
organization,   sincerity   of   speaker,   voice   and   
diction,   control   and   use   of   body   language.   
  

Original   Oratory   
Purpose:     Speech   should   persuade,   convince,   or   
inspire.   Can   be   on   any   topic   that   moves   the   
speaker.   
Regulations :All   sources   must   be   clearly   
acknowledged.     
Time:    10   min.   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)   
  

Movement:    NOT   limited--   but   it   should   have   
purpose   and   not   distract   from   speech.   
Judging   Criteria :   originality   and   
worthwhileness   of   the   subject,   logic,   freshness,   
depth,   clarity   of   organization,   sincerity   of   
speaker,   voice   and   diction,   clear   enunciation,   and   
control   and   use   of   body.     

Impromptu   Speaking   
Drawing:    Speakers   shall   be   provided   3   topics   by   
judge.   They   choose   one.     
Preparation:    As   soon   as   topics   revealed,   time   starts,   
and   Speaker   shall   prepare   speech   without   any   
reference   materials   or   prepared   notes.   
Time:    7   min.   maximum   for   preparation   and   speech.   
(plus   30   second   grace).   Time   begins   once   topics   
revealed.   Student   may   divide   this   time   as   he/she   sees   
fit.   Judge   MUST   GIVE   verbal   time   cues   until   
contestant   speaks    (“One   minute   passed…two   minute   has   
passed ”).    The   timekeeper   will   indicate   time   elapsed   at   the   
beginning   of   the   fourth   minute   of   the   speech,   show   the   
progression   of   minutes   at   five,   six,   6:30   and   at   the   end   of   
the   seventh   minute   indicate   that   time   has   expired.   
STUDENT   CAN   TIME   THEMSELVES   IN   ONLINE   
COMPETITION.   
Notes:    contestants   can   use   one   4x6   index   card   and   
use   both   sides   for   notes.     
Judging   Criteria :    Relevance   of   theme   to   topic,   content,   
logic,   freshness,   depth,   clarity   of   organization,   sincerity   of   
speaker,   voice   and   diction,   control   and   use   of   body   
language.   

Storytelling   
Regulations:     Contestant   will   present   a    fully   
memorized    children’s   story   without   costume   or   
props.   Contestant   must   assume   audience   consists   of   
a   group   of   children.   Must   have   an   introduction   that   
gives   title   and   author   of   the   piece.     
Time:     10   min.   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)   
Movement:    bold   gestures   are   encouraged,   space   in   
front   of   room   for   performance   
Judging   Criteria :    choice   of   selection,   interpretation,   
pronunciation,   timing,   enunciation,   eye   contact,   
posture,   gestures,   voice,   poise,   appearance,   energy   
level,   vocal   and   facial   expressions,   appeal   to   children,   
characterization,   and   impact   of   message/performance.    

Humorous   Dramatic   Interpretation  
Regulations:     A   selection   of   humorous   nature   
from   published   literature.   Must   have   an   
introduction   that   gives   title   and   author   of   the   piece .     
Time:     10   min.   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)   
Movement:    allowed,   but   limited   to   bending   
(knees/waist),   leaning,   twisting   or   swiveling..   
Use   of   body   (gestures,   appropriate   eye   contact,   
etc)   to   suggest   character   is   permitted.     
Judging   Criteria :    choice   of   selection,    character   
development    through   distinct   voice,   focal   points,   
and   postures,   clear   enunciation   and   pronunciation,   
pacing,   proper   stress   and   timing,   and   volume.   
Monotone   voice   is   to   be   avoided.     
Manuscript:    None   allowed   

Serious   Dramatic   Interpretation   
Regulations:     A   selection   of   serious   nature   from   
published   literature.   Must   have   an   introduction   that   
gives   title   and   author   of   the   piece.     
Time:     10   min.   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)   
Movement:    limited   to   bending   (knees/waist),   
leaning,   twisting   or   swiveling.   Use   of   body   (gestures,   
appropriate   eye   contact,   etc)   to   suggest   character   is   
permitted.   
Judging   Criteria :    choice   of   selection,   character   
development   through   distinct   voice,   focal   points,   and   
postures,   clear   enunciation   and   pronunciation,   
pacing,   proper   stress   and   timing,   and   volume.   
Monotone   voice   is   to   be   avoided.     
Manuscript:    None   allowed   
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Poetry   Interpretation   

Regulations:     Contestants   shall   read   a   selection   of   
one   prepared   published   poem   or   poetic   group   of   
his/her   own   choice.   Must   have   an   introduction   that   
gives   title   and   author   of   the   piece   and   helps   
audience   better   understand   the   piece.    Manuscript   is   
MANDATORY.    This   is   NOT   a   memorized   event.   
Performance   Poetry    may   not   rhyme —it   can   be   of   
a   “free-verse”/narrative    modern   form   of   poetry .     
Eye   Contact :    good   eye   contact   should   be   made   
with   audience   and    visual   contact   with   the   
manuscript   is   required .   
Time:     10   min.   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)   
Movement:    limited   to   natural   gestures.     
Judging   Criteria :    choice   of   selection,  
interpretation,   timing,   eye   contact,   characterization,   
creativity,   gestures,   energy   level,   varied   volume,   
pitch,   rate,   tone,   appearance,   impact.   Monotone   
voice   is   to   be   avoided.   

Prose   Interpretation   
Regulations:     Contestants   shall   read   one   
prepared   published   prose   selection   of   his/her   
choice.    Must   have   an   introduction   that   gives   title   
and   author   of   the   piece   and   helps   audience   better   
understand   the   piece.    Manuscript   is   MANDATORY.   
This   is   NOT   a   memorized   event.   
Eye   Contact :    good   eye   contact   should   be   made   
with   audience   and    some   visual   contact   with   the   
manuscript   is   required     
Time:     10   min.   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)   
Movement :    limited   to   natural   gestures.   Voice,   
pace,   proper   stress,   and   timing   creates   mood   and   
meaning   of   selection.     
Judging   Criteria :    choice   of   selection,  
interpretation,   timing,   eye   contact,   characterization,   
creativity,   gestures,   energy   level,   varied   volume,   
pitch,   rate,   tone,   appearance,   impact.   Monotone   
voice   is   to   be   avoided.   

Duo   Interpretation    (serious   or   humor)   
Regulations:      This   two-person   performance   must   
be   from   a   single   published   piece   of   literature.   Must   
have   an   introduction   that   gives   title   and   author   of   the   
piece   and   helps   audience   better   understand   the   piece.   
Each   speaker    can   present    multiple   characters.     
Eye   Contact :    Performers   may   NOT   have   eye   
contact   with   each   other    (except   during   
introduction) ,   but   should   focus    off   stag e.   
Time:     10   min.   maximum   (plus   30   second   grace)   
Movement:    May   stand   behind,   swivel   from   side   to   
side,   move   around   each   other,   turn   around   and  
switch   positions.   
Judging   Criteria :    choice   of   selection,   creativity,   
interpretation,   emotional   content,   timing,   impact,   
maintenance   of   focal   points,   believability,   
characterization,   creativity,   gestures,   energy   level,   
appearance,   and   overall   impact.     
Manuscript:    None   allowed   

GENERAL   GUIDELINES:   
  

After   all   performers   have   been   heard,   rank   all   
contestants   (1 st ,   2 nd ,   3 rd ,   4 th ,   …etc)   and   score   
them   between   100-70   in   the   same   order   they   are   
ranked.   There   can   be   no   ties   in   rank   or   score.   
Remember :   with   rank,   lowest   is   best   (1),   but   with   
score,   high   number   (100)   is   best.     
  

Content   should   be   appropriate   to   the   speaker   
and   to   the   audience   in   support   of   contemporary   
community   values.   
  

If   performer   exceeds   the   time   limit   and    the   
30-second   grace   period ,   no   judge   shall   rank   the   
performer   first   or   second   in   the   round.   This   
should   be   indicated   on   the   ballot.     
  

No   performer   is   allowed   to   stop   and   start   again,   
unless   some   extreme   circumstance   occurs.     

Judging   Tips:   
1.   Try   to   make   each   competitor   feel   comfortable   
and   relaxed   
  

2.    Make   eye   contact   with   competitors   as   they   
perform.    They   have   worked   long   and   hard   and  
deserve   to   have   you   see   the   “whole   package.”   

  
3.   There   is   no   required   dress   code,   however,   
appearance   should   in   no   way   detract   from   
performance.   

  
4.   Do   not   discuss   performances   with   students,   nor   
reveal   your   rank   and   scores   to   students.     

  
5.   Do   NOT   confer   with   any   other   judges   about   
ranks   and   scores   until   after   ballots   are   in.     

Judging   Tips     (continued) :   
  

6.   Be   honest,   yet   charitable,   with   your   scores.   
We   don’t   prescribe   a   range   of   scores,   but   low   
scores   (70s)   do   seem   insulting   to   students   who   
have   worked   hard   in   a   voluntary   activity.   70s   
should   be   saved   for   someone   who   is   either   
unable   to   finish   a   piece   or   obviously   has   not   
prepared   themselves.   On   the   other   hand,   a   100   
is   a   rare   score   reserved   for   a   truly   outstanding   
performance.   Typically   1-3   points   separate   each   
ranking.    (Example:   1 st    99,   2 nd    97,   3 rd    94   OR   perhaps   1 st   
98,   2 nd    95,   3 rd    93,   4 th    92…).   If   it   is   really   tight,   then   one  
point   could   separate   some   contestants.    Bottom   line:   It   
depends   on   the   level   of   competition .   



  


